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Abstract— The main purpose of an organization is to foster a spirit of loyalty and to promote the general welfare of our 

society. An organization is an entity comprising multiple people, such as a Project “Online Living Campus (OLC) 

Application” is based on the area “Real Time Systems”. A real time system is any information processing activity or system 

which has to respond to externally generated input stimuli within a finite and specified period. A real time system is one 

whose logical correctness is based on both the correctness of the outputs and their timeliness. In contrast, real time processing 

involves a continual input, process and output of data. Data must be processed in a small time period. In existing system, the 

motion is detected based on threshold frequency. With the help of threshold frequency, it calculates the frames and based on 

the frame difference it detects the motion. Also the CCTV system does not provide alerts of burglary happening at particular 

time. So there is a need of a system which will record the situation only if there is some movement happening in front of the 

camera and send alerts to the respected user. A major disadvantage for CCTV cameras is that they can only monitor a limited 

area. Criminals can vandalize the cameras in various ways, such as sticking gum or spraying something on the lens. They 

may even be able to change the angle of the camera. Criticism from the general public is usually about the lack of privacy 

and high cost to install for personal use. By implementing the system in real time and testing the system on a large number 

of long sequences, authenticated person can stop alert for fix time to enter into secured area by remote login. The proposed 

system will simulate the entire view of live streaming, human motion detection, etc. and modelled with some advanced 

features like snapshots, video recap, email and push notifications and so on. The UI of the system also have flexible options 

like pi shutdown /reboot button, contrast and brightness controller, etc. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Overview 

Real-time systems are defined as those systems in which the correctness of the system depends not only on the logical result of 

computation, but also on the time at which the results are produced.  

The Properties of real time processing system are: 

 Predictable means computing the system temporal behavior before execution time. 

 Functions must be predictable: The same data input will produce the same data output. 

 Timing behavior must be predictable: Must meet temporal constraints (e.g. deadline, response time). 

The Types of real time processing system are: 

 Hard (or critical) real-time systems: Temporal constraints must be met; otherwise defects could have a dramatic impact on 

human life, on the environment, on the system. 

 Soft (or non-critical) real-time systems: Temporal constraints cannot (sometimes) be met without any dramatic impact. 

 Opened or closed real-time systems: Tasks/functions can be launched/created at execution time 

 Embedded systems: An embedded system is a computer system designed for specific control functions within a larger 

system. Often with real-time computing constraints. It is embedded as part of a complete device often including hardware 

and mechanical parts (e.g. mobile phone, aircraft, automotive etc..,) 

 Distributed systems: A distributed system consists of a collection of autonomous computers, connected through a network 

which enables computers to coordinate their activities and to share resources. 

B. Characteristics 

 Mixture of hardware and software: Use of special purpose hardware and architectures. 

 Concurrent control of separate system components: 

 Devices operate in parallel in the real-world, better to model the parallelism by concurrent entities in the program. 

 Extreme reliability and safety: Real-time systems are usually safety-critical. 

C. Criteria for real time system 

A system is said to be real-time if the total correctness of an operation depends not only upon its logical correctness, but also 

upon the time in which it is performed. Real time systems, as well as their deadlines, are classified by the consequence of 

missing a deadline: 

 Hard – missing a deadline is a total system failure. 

 Firm – infrequent deadline misses are tolerable, but may degrade the system's quality of service. The usefulness of a result 

is zero after its deadline. 
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 Soft – the usefulness of a result degrades after its deadline, thereby degrading the system's quality of service. Thus, the 

goal of a hard real-time system is to ensure that all deadlines are met, but for soft real-time systems the goal becomes 

meeting a certain subset of deadlines in order to optimize some application-specific criteria. The particular criteria 

optimized depend on the application, but some typical examples include maximizing the number of deadlines met, 

minimizing the lateness of tasks and maximizing the number of high priority tasks meeting their deadlines. 

II. EXISTING WORK 

Real Time Security System using Human Motion Detection Capturing the live video is the first step in video surveillance. It is 

not a feasible to process the video directly. But, it can takes place with the help of analyzing images. The CCTVs are installed 

at many places, the CCTV camera continuously record situations. Hence, there is unnecessary memory wastage, if there is 

nothing happening in front of the camera. [1] Motion Detection Surveillance System using Background Subtraction Algorithm, 

a novel algorithm for motion detection from a stationary background scene to detect moving motion. The motion detection 

Surveillance has gained a lot of interests over the past few years. Development of a robust and efficiently computed background 

subtraction algorithm that is capable enough to manage with local illumination changes as well as global illumination changes. 

[2] Human Motion Detection and Tracking for Real-Time Security System: the paper represents people detection and tracking 

is one of the important research fields that have gained a lot of attention in the last few years. Although person detection and 

counting systems are commercially available today, there is a need for further research to address the challenges of real world 

scenarios. There are lots of surveillance cameras installed around us but there are no means to monitor all of them continuously. 

It is necessary to develop a computer vision based technologies that automatically process those images in order to detect 

problematic situations or unusual behavior [3]. 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

A real time system is one whose logical correctness is based on both the correctness of the outputs and their timeliness. The 

proposed system will simulate the entire view of live streaming and human motion detection. To overcome the surveillance 

system, an energy efficient portable system is proposed, that can take pictures when the burglary happens, it alerts the system 

user and is much better than the current systems. It alerts the user by sending notification. The proposed system has been 

designed to overcome the drawbacks of the previous security system and to improve the security, flexibility, efficiency 

whenever needed, having a security camera system may sometimes be impossible due to the exhaustive costs incurred during 

installation. The Raspberry Pi is a computer of a size of a credit card that has the capability to become a camera security system 

when its own camera board is used. It contains all the essential software to include motion detection which enables the 

Raspberry Pi’s camera to detect motion and save the image as well as view a live streaming of the location from the camera. A 

node.js script, then directs the Raspberry Pi to send email notifications every time when a motion is detected. With these 

components, a cost effective and efficient security camera system is implemented. The proposed system has been designed to 

overcome the drawbacks of the previous security system and to improve the security, flexibility, efficiency whenever needed, 

having a security camera system may sometimes be impossible due to the exhaustive costs incurred during installation. The 

Raspberry Pi is a computer of a size of a credit card that has the capability to become a camera security system when its own 

camera board is used. It contains all the essential software to include motion detection which enables the Raspberry Pi’s camera 

to detect motion and save the image as well as view a live streaming of the location from the camera. A node.js script, then 

directs the Raspberry Pi to send email notifications every time a motion is detected. With these components, a cost effective 

and efficient security camera system is made and motion is detected. The Raspberry Pi system is not only user friendly it also 

enables an individual wit medium knowledge to assemble the system if the necessary raw material is available and by creation 

of some extra files to support the operating system to store the data. So they are not only money saving project but also an 

efficient security system. Online living campus (OLC) is the web application which can access only through internet connection 

and it provides the proper interface for live streaming and push notification. 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram of OLC Application 
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A. Components of System 

 Hard-wired implementation: The system uses wires to connect the cameras, motion detectors, power supply and LAN cable 

with the pi. 

 Remote Access Systems: The systems have the capability to monitor and control the security system from a location away 

from the surveillance area through handset. 

After setting Raspberry Pi, SD Card is needed to be written with its desired OS. After getting ready with SD Card insert it into 

Raspberry Pi, Micro USB Power Cable is attached with it. Raspberry pi is needed to be attached with internet through RJ-45 

cable, power supply and Pi camera without need of any PC. Through Putty raspberry pi can be programmed and then works in 

standalone mode. Putty can be installed in Laptop through IP address of raspberry pi, it can access command window of pi. To 

run a raspberry pi, there is a need to install VNC server. To install VNC following command are used. 

 $ sudo apt-get update 

 $ sudo apt-get install tightvncserve 

Downloading of VNC client and dynamically enter IP address of Raspberry Pi to operate pi through PC. As with SSH, 

since it is working over network, Pi could be situated anywhere, as long as it is connected to network. To ensure that VNC 

starts automatically, it enables the system working remotely with GUI display of Pi. Now it requires hardware connection of PI 

and sensor. The java script matches the last frame and the present frame of the live video, if there is any difference then the 

motion flag is set, triggering all the events and snapshots generation will begin. When the motion is detected, sensor data will 

trigger out and it will send one notification to application used here is OLC”. It states that any intrusion is there inside the 

surveillance area and makes the user aware of the situation. But before that one channel subscription is required and on 

movement it will send message to that particular subscribed channel.  

B. Data flow Diagram (DFD) 

1) Module 1: Live streaming using raspberry pi Camera 

 
Fig. 2: Level 0 – DFD 

a) Level 0 

The Raspberry pi setup is built. The live streaming is processed through camera and internet connection. 

 
Fig. 3: Level 1 – DFD 

b) Level 1 

The Raspberry pi 3 board is connected with pi camera and internet. And, the OLC application is also connected with Raspberry 

pi 3 board. Through pi camera the live streaming is enabled. If live streaming is enabled then the live streaming with low latency 

is displayed in the web. 

 
Fig. 4: Level 2 – DFD 
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c) Level 2 

The Raspberry pi 3 board is connected with pi camera and internet. And the OLC application is also connected with Raspberry 

pi 3 board. Through pi Camera the live streaming is enabled. If live streaming is enabled by entering the IP address and port 

number the live streaming with low latency is displayed in the web. The OLC user can view the video from anywhere in the 

world. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

A comprehensive solution that can provides a user friendly home based automation and security application for all homes/office. 

Accomplishment of project through the integration of cheap, off-the-shelf, widely available devices, interfaces and software 

coupled with a user friendly interface. The work provides users with an easy to use mobile application for which they can 

remotely access and control their home appliances and security. The outcome of the project is patent and the significance feature 

of the project is useful to the entire environment. 
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